
Iowa State University – Department of Kinesiology  

KIN 570 – Physical Activity Assessment for Health Related Research  
Spring 2017 Course Syllabus  

 
Instructor: Greg Welk - gwelk@iastate.edu /  294-3583 (office)  

Class Room(s):  289 and 264 Lab in Forker Building (Time: TBD) 
Office Hours: 235 Forker (by appointment) 

Goal of Course  
The course is designed to provide a general overview of the physical activity epidemiology field and a 
specific study of the different approaches used to assess physical activity. Emphasis is placed on developing 
a practical working knowledge that will facilitate the use and interpretation of physical activity assessments 
in various types of health related research. Because of the clear links between diet and physical activity, 
applications for diet and energy balance research will also be explored 

Course and Instructional Format 
The course will include lectures, discussions and lab activities. In general, the main theme will be introduced 
on Tuesday along with a discussion of the lab or discussion activity for the Thursday class period. The labs 
are generally assigned every 2 weeks but are due the following week since the content will typically be 
discussed in the subsequent week’s material. Handouts of Powerpoint lectures will be posted on Blackboard 
so students should check and print these if desired prior to class to facilitate note taking. Assignments will be 
handled electronically to facilitate tracking and grading. 

Course Material and Readings  
The course will primarily rely on published research articles and reviews but key content 
will come from a relevant book developed to teach this content (Physical Activity 
Assessments for Health Related Research. Human Kinetics: Champaign). Copies of required 
chapters will be provided as pdf documents so the book is not required. 

Course Evaluation Procedures 

 Lab Assignments (40%): Lab assignments provide the primary learning opportunity for the course. 
Time will be provided in class to go over procedures and instructions for the assignments but 
additional work outside of class is expected to complete the labs and to write them up. Lab 
assignments will be graded objectively based on the thoroughness and depth of the work that is 
submitted. Because this is a research-based class students should work through the lab assignments 
with the same type of rigor and depth that they would use in their own research.  

 Research Project and Presentation (20%): Students will complete a group research project 
addressing a relevant research topic or issue related to physical activity assessment. The projects will 
be facilitated by members of my research lab to provide assistance and support. Students will collect 
data, analyze results and summarize in a final written report and oral presentation to the class at the 
end of the semester (details to be provided). 

 Exam (25%): The exam will be cover key issues and topics discussed in class. The exam will include 
multiple choice, short answer, and essay questions based on the assigned readings, lectures and 
discussions 

 Discussion / Participation (15%): Students are expected to come prepared for class and to participate 
actively in the discussions. Students will be asked to contribute to portions of the discussions and to 
work collaboratively with other students outside of class to complete lab activities. Students will be 
graded on the active engagement and involvement in the course during the semester.  

 


